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Wonderful Water: Beverages
infused with fruit, herbs are the
perfect summer refreshment
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By BERNICE TORREGROSSA

As a balmy Gulf Coast spring edges toward a full
fledged Gulf Coast summer, staying cool and
staying hydrated become important priorities.
Drinking plenty of water is a frequent
recommendation, but it turns out that, for some
people, water is an acquired taste, or perhaps
lack of taste. To maintain their interest in
drinking water, they increasingly turn to water
flavored with fruit and herbs.
Jennifer Reynolds

Wonderful Water
Slices of oranges and cucumbers float in water dispensers
at the Tremont Hotel in Galveston. The hotel staff has fruit
infused water available for guests every afternoon.

Things have come a long way since “flavored
water” was synonymous with KoolAid.
Generally, the water picks up just a subtle hint of
flavor and color from the fresh ingredients
infused in it, and the only sweetener comes from
the fresh ingredients.

JENNIFER REYNOLDS/The Daily News

“We serve mintinfused water at our cooking
classes, because it’s a little more refreshing than
plain water,” Alicia Cahill, owner of the Kitchen
Chick, said. “It’s so good when it’s served really
cold.”
Cahill, a cookingequipment maven, has seen a wide variety of pitchers and water bottles with
infusing chambers for holding the fruits and herbs. She prefers the kind with an adjustable
cylinder. “I like the ones that actually macerate the fruit,” she said, noting that the crushing
process releases more fruit juice.
Alternatively, the fruit can be crushed slightly with a wooden spoon or muddled, though excessive
crushing will turn the water from a clear drink to one with bits of food in it, which some purists
find less appetizing.
There’s a running joke about flavored water in the “Breaking Bad” spinoff, “Better Call Saul.” Saul,
a downonhisluck attorney, craves the cucumberinfused water his landlord serves at her nail
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salon, and sneaks it at every opportunity. Flavored water is probably most closely associated with
salons and spas, but has become popular in other places as well.
Both the Tremont House and Galvez hotels offer flavored water to their guests as they check in on
warm afternoons. The frosty urns provide a visual welcome as well as a treat for parched new
arrivals.
Most recipes for flavored water combine either a fruit and an herb or several related fruits, such as
members of the citrus family. Blackberrysage, watermelonrosemary and pineapplemint are
frequent fruit and herb pairings, though the possible combinations are virtually endless.
In fact, several cookbooks now cover the topic in depth, including one, “Fruit Infused Water,”
devoted exclusively to the topic. “Drinking water can absolutely be delicious and something you
begin to crave as much as more unhealthy options like sodas, commercial vitamin waters and
sugarladen fruit drinks,” author Elle Garner writes.
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While the recipes may seem simple, there are several important steps.
Garner stresses that unpeeled fruit, such as lemons and limes, must be thoroughly washed. Just
like any cut fruit, the fruit in flavored water will spoil quickly, and the water should be kept in the
refrigerator unless there is ice in it. Refrigerated, it will keep for up to three days.
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Garner also recommends using the purest water available to bring out the best flavor.

RECIPES
CUCUMBER LEMONGRASS WATER
2 cucumber
1 stalk lemongrass
4 cups of water
ice

Directions:
Wash the cucumber.
Using a vegetable peeler remove some of the waxy peel from the cucumber. Proceed to peel the
cucumber into ribbons using the vegetable peeler. Put the ribbons into the pitcher.
Using your hands, peel away the rough outer edge of the lemongrass. Cut the lemongrass in half,
lengthwise. Place the lemongrass onto a cutting board. Using a rolling pin, gently smash the
lemongrass. Add to the pitcher of ice and cucumber ribbons.
Fill with water. Give a stir. Let chill in the fridge at least an hour.
Fill about 1/4 of the pitcher with ice, stir, and enjoy.
Recipe courtesy The Eat Boutique

Blackberry Lemon Ginger Water
1/2 pint blackberries, washed
1 knob of ginger
1 small lemon
4 cups of water
ice

1. Pour the blackberries into a pitcher.
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2. Wash the knob of ginger, then slice into thin slices, leaving the peel on.
3. Slice the lemon into thin slices. Put the ginger and lemon into the pitcher of blackberries.
4. Fill with water.
5. Using the back of a wooden spoon gently smash some of the blackberries while stirring the
water.
6. Let sit in the fridge at least an hour.
7. Fill with some ice, stir and enjoy.
Recipe courtesy The Eat Boutique

Cardamom, Orange and Vanilla Infused Water
• 1 large organic orange, sliced
• 1 tablespoon cardamom
• 1/2 large vanilla bean, sliced lengthwise

1. Place ingredients in a 1/2gallon pitcher and fill with cold, pure water.
2. Allow the water to sit refrigerated overnight (or longer) to allow the flavors to infuse.
3. Strain the water and return it to the pitcher. Keep the pitcher in the fridge to keep it chilled.
Drink within a few days.
Recipe from “Skin Care for Your Soul, “ by Camille Leinbach
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